
Banana Pi M3 vs. the LeMaker HiKey

 Speedy Cousins
When you need plenty of power, a Raspberry Pi might not be enough. 

We tried our luck with a couple of souped-up single-board systems: the 

Banana Pi M3 and the LeMaker HiKey. By Alexander Merz

market dominance. The good news is that 
the consumer stands to benefit from this ri-
valry in the form of better prices, service, 
and software.

The All-InclusIve BoArd
The Banana Pi M3 [1] is the latest model in the 
classic Banana Pi series (Figure 1). The M3 
comes with the Allwinner A83T CPU, which 
has eight ARM Cortex A7 cores, each with a 
maximum clock rate of 2GHz. The working 
memory adds up to 2GB. An 8GB eMMC mod-

The Raspberry Pi 3 (RPi3) is an able 
platform for multimedia and games, 
but faster alternatives exist if you’re 
looking for real power. We decided 

to take a look at a pair of high-performing 
eight-core single-board systems: the Banana 
Pi M3 from Sinovoip and the LeMaker HiKey.

The basic specifications are easy enough to 
see (Table 1), but a comparison of this sort 
has some pitfalls, so we started them up and 
ran some tests. Sinovoip and LeMaker have 
been at odds since 2015 as they compete for 
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ule serves as bulk storage. Alternatively, the 
operating system and data can be on a mi-
croSD card. The computer also has Gigabit 
Ethernet, 802.11b/ g/ n WiFi, Bluetooth, DSI, 
CSI, a SATA interface, two USB ports, a micro-
phone, and much more. In spite of its exten-
sive functionality, the board on the Banana Pi 
M3 is no larger than a Rasp Pi board.

With all these capabilities, little is left to 
wish for, except to know which components 
in the Banana Pi work under which Linux. 
Sinovoip has made a large number of distri-
butions available for the M3 [2] but without 
any explicit recommendations. According to 
comments found in the official forum, all of 
these distributions work for at least basic 
functions.

My first choice among the distributions 
was the uniquely named BPI Berryboot. It 
caught my attention, primarily because of its 
reference to w/ GPU support, but then I read 
user comments that were less than encourag-
ing. A genuine Ubuntu Maté seems to make 
more sense, but I would have to do without 
accelerated graphics. The user looking for a 
Banana distribution will search in vain. Even 
for the M2, the only thing that exists is an 
old Beta version, and not all the hardware 
works as desired.

The system boots without any problems 
after it is installed on a microSD card. Internet 
access via Ethernet works smoothly, and con-
figuring the WiFi function is likewise straight-
forward. Pre-installed programs include Libre-
Office, Arduino IDE, and Iceweasel. I didn’t 
encounter any problems running applications 
in parallel.

Banana Pi M3 LeMaker HiKey
CPU A83T ARM Cortex-A7, ARMv7, 8 cores, max. 2GHz ARM Cortex-A53, ARMv8, 8 cores

GPU PowerVR SGX544MP1 (OpenGL ES 2.0, OpenCL 1.x, DX 9_3) ARM Mali450-MP4 (OpenGL ES 1.1/ 2.0, OpenVG 1.1)

RAM 2GB LPDDR3 1 or 2GB LPDDR3

Memory 8GB eMMC 8GB eMMC

Interfaces

Working Memory MicroSD card, SATA (USB-to-SATA; GL830) MicroSD card

USB Ports 2 USB 2.0, USB OTG 2 USB 2.0, USB OTG

GPIO 40 pins (GPIO, UART, I2C, I2S, SPI, PWM, +3.3V, +5V, GND) 40 pins (GPIO, UART, I2C, SPI, PWM, PCM, SYS_DCIN, 
+1.8V, +5V, GND); 60 pins (SDIO, MIPI_DSI, MIPI_CSI)

Network

Ethernet 10/ 100/ 1000Mbps (Realtek RTL8211E/ D) Optional (via USB adapter)

WiFi 802.11b/ g/ n 802.11b/ g/ n

Bluetooth Bluetooth 4.0 Bluetooth 4.1 LE

Audio, Video

Audio Out 3.5mm jack, HDMI HDMI

Audio In On-board microphone HDMI

Video Out HDMI 1.4 (HDCP 1.2, max. 1920x1080), MIPI DSI HDMI 1.4 (max. FHD 1080p), 2 MIPI DSI

Video In 8-bit camera parallel interface, MIPI CSI 2 MIPI CSI

Other

Switch Power, reset, U-Boot Power/ reset

LEDs Power, RJ45, user-defined WiFi, Bluetooth, 4 user-defined

Power Micro-USB, optional 5V jack 8V~18V/ 3A jack

OS Android, Linux Android, Linux

Dimensions 92 x 60mm 85 x 55mm

Retail price EUR90/$120/£80 EUR120/$160/£100

TABLE 1: Banana Pi M3 vs. LeMaker HiKey

Figure 1: It is almost impossible to pick up a Banana Pi M3 without touching some type of jack.
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The HiKey uses a Kirin 620 processor like 
the one found in the Huawei P8 smartphone. 
You can clock the eight ARM cortex A53 cores 
to a maximum of 1.2GHz. The device I used 
for testing has 2GB of RAM. (Another version 
provides just 1GB of working memory.)

An 8GB eMMC module serves as bulk 
storage. We used the eMMC module during 
testing. Alternatively, you will find a slot for 
microSD cards. Peripheral devices connect 
via two USB 2.0 ports and Bluetooth, and 
you will find an interface for micro-USB 
OTG. The HiKey transmits video and audio 
signals via HDMI. Internet connections are 
established exclusively via WiFi. The power 
supply requires a 12V adapter with a suit-
able plug.

The HiKey comes with two pin strips for 
hobbyists. The 40-pin version for GPIO con-
tacts and various bus systems is not compati-
ble with a Rasp Pi, in spite of the identical 
number of pins. You will also find a 60-pole 
jack socket, which also has bus systems, a 
camera, and a display connection (CSI, DSI). 
However, the jack socket requires a breakout 
board. Both pin strips are compatible with 
the standards established by 96Boards. As a 
result, so-called mezzanine attachments [6] 
are available with additional sensors and 
connections.

Only a few operating systems support the 
LeMaker HiKey. LeMaker has left this matter 
entirely up to the 96Boards group. Offerings 
include an Android version and the Linaro 
distribution. During our tests, we settled on 
Linaro. Although the changelog mentions the 
missing audio output, the Linaro developers 
are completely silent regarding accelerated 
graphics and video for the embedded Mali 
450 GPU.

Linaro is generally an unremarkable 
Linux distribution, with the exception that 
it is based on the AArch64 branch and 
therefore is a 64-bit system. This 64-bit 
support can offer performance benefits, but 
it can also lead to difficulties with some 
programs. The shortage of available operat-
ing systems means a user who wants to use 
the Handle to Registry Key (HKEY) as a 
media center or a gaming platform will 
have to look to Android.

consIderABle Power
I used Sysbench to test CPU performance 
(Listing 1). The tests considered the perfor-
mance with one, four, and eight cores. See 
Table 2 for a summary of the results.

The performance of the HiKey is impres-
sive. This computer gives you an idea of 

An attempt to use the onboard mic was a 
flop. The Banana Pi 3 does not recognize a 
microphone. The SATA interface is also not 
very popular among users. It is connected 
via a USB connection, it shares a line with 
the hub, and it cannot be used for booting. 
Therefore I did not run a speed test. If you 
want a fast start, you are better advised to 
put the operating system on the eMMC 
memory [3].

A well-functioning on/ off button is a 
pleasing extra. I would like to see one of 
these as a standard feature for all single-
board computers (SBCs). Unfortunately, the 
tiny little switch is inconveniently located, 
in that it sits near the likewise tiny reset 
button. The UFL connection for a WiFi an-
tenna makes for a positive impression. Nei-
ther the LeMaker HiKey nor the RPi3 offer 
this feature.

leMAker hIkey
The LeMaker HiKey [4] distinguishes itself 
from the Banana Pi M3 starting with its op-
tics (Figure 2). The design did not actually 
originate with LeMaker. Instead, the sizes for 
the board and the connections were derived 
from the specifications provided by the 
96Boards group [5], an association that tries 
to establish industry-standards-related hard-
ware and software for embedded ARM com-
puters. This effort to align with industry 
standards means HiKey shares commonali-
ties with professional devices instead of the 
classic hobby computer.

Figure 2: Except for the power connection, all of the connections on the LeMaker HiKey are 

found on one side of the board.
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what hobby computers with 64-bit proces-
sors can do when outfitted with suitable soft-
ware. One drawback is that power consump-
tion rises alongside higher levels of comput-
ing performance. The HiKey requires a bit 
more than 1.7A with 12V when the WiFi is 
activated.

The Banana Pi M3 also edges past the 
RPi3. Even so, a familiar pattern arises for 
the power and voltage measurements. As 
soon as eight threads were running during 
testing, power consumption spiked to 1.1A 
and then fell back. Then the consumption 
fluctuated.

To keep an eye on CPU frequency, I used 
the command from the first line of Listing 2. 
The frequency rose briefly to 1.8GHz and 
then jumped to between 1.2 and 1.6GHz. I 
eliminated the power supply as the cause 
and simultaneously observed the core tem-
perature of the processor (Listing 2, second 
line), which rose to around 75C (167F). 
After improvising a process for cooling the 
processor, I saw temperatures decrease to a 
maximum of 61C (142F) and the CPU fre-
quency stabilize at 1.8GHz.

The question remains as to why the CPU 
stays constant at just 1.8GHz when the pro-
cessor has a clock rate of up to 2GHz. These 
tests also confirmed this (Listing 3, first line). 
My attempts to overclock the Banana Pi did 
not work (last line). With the available core, 
I found that it does not operate at a clock rate 
of greater than 1.8GHz.

Both computers are leisurely about estab-
lishing Internet access. According to mea-
surements made using iperf, the Banana Pi 
M3 was able to achieve 633Mbp s one time 
when connected via cable and a listless 
2.37Mbp s with a wireless connection. The 
LeMaker HiKey, which only has WiFi capa-
bilities, was still able to achieve a 37.3Mbp s 
data throughput rate. By way of compari-
son, the RPi3 achieves a solid 45Mbp s.

conclusIon
The LeMaker HiKey is the only convincing 
alternative to the RPi3. The HiKey surpasses 
RPi3 performance even with just four of its 
eight processors operating. Neither of the test 
computers is cheap. The Banana Pi M3 costs 
around EUR90 ($120, £80). With a price tag 

of about EUR120 ($160, £100), the LeMaker 
HiKey barely counts as an inexpensive hobby 
computer.  ● ● ●

$ sysbench ‑‑num‑threads=1 ‑‑cpu‑max‑prime=10000 ‑‑test=cpu run

$ sysbench ‑‑num‑threads=4 ‑‑cpu‑max‑prime=10000 ‑‑test=cpu run

$ sysbench ‑‑num‑threads=8 ‑‑cpu‑max‑prime=10000 ‑‑test=cpu run

LISTING 1: Testing CPU Performance

$ sudo watch ‑n1 "cat /sys/devices/system/cpu/cpu0/cpufreq/cpu_cur_freq"

$ sudo watch ‑n1 "cat /sys/classes/thermal/thermal_zone0/temp"

LISTING 2: Watching CPU Frequency

1 Thread 4 Threads 8 Threads

Raspberry Pi 3 182 seconds 45 seconds –

Banana Pi M3 159 seconds 40 seconds 21 seconds

LeMaker HiKey 12 seconds 3 seconds 2 seconds

TABLE 2: Benchmark Results

$ cat /sys/devices/system/cpu/cpu0/cpufreq/scaling_available_frequencies

2016000 1800000 1608000 1200000 1128000 1008000 912000 864000 720000 600000 480000

$ echo "2016000" > /sys/devices/system/cpu/cpu0/cpufreq/scaling_max_freq

LISTING 3: Checking the Clock Rate

[1]  Banana Pi M3:  

http://  www.  banana‑pi.  org/  m3.  html

[2]  Distributions for the Banana Pi:  

http://  www.  banana‑pi.  org/  download.  html

[3]  “How to burn Linux images to eMMC Stor-

age on your BPI-M3”:  

http://  forum.  banana‑pi.  org/  t/  bpi‑m3‑ 

how‑to‑ burn‑ linux‑images‑to‑ emmc‑stor‑

age‑on‑ your‑ bpi‑m3/  1214

[4]  LeMaker HiKey: http://  www.  lemaker.  org/ 

 product‑hikey‑index.  html

[5]  96Boards specifications:  

http://  www.  96boards.  org

[6]  Mezzanine boards: http://  www.  96boards. 

 org/  products/  mezzanine/

INFO

Alexander Merz writes about the maker scene 
for Golem.de. He also 
tests and programs 
small computers. 
Occasionally, he even 
gets out his soldering 
iron to work on a 
home project.
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